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Jonathan P. Radford is pleased to present an 

“1885 PEABODY & STEARNS HISTORIC RESIDENCE”

I.  Introduction* 

The property is located in part of  
Brookline’s “Town Green Historic 
District” and is close to all the 
amenities of  Brookline Village.  
Brookline Village is one of  Brookline’s 
major commercial and retail centers.  
Located just north of  Massachusetts 
Route 9 and west of  the Muddy River, 
it is the historic center of  the town and 
includes its major civic buildings, 
including Town Hall and the public 
library. The commercial spine of  the 
Village, extending along Washington 
Street from Route 9 to the library, is a 
historic district listed on the National 
Register of  Historic Places as the 
Brookline Village Commercial District. 

Brookline Village was the first significant site, known as Muddy River, of  colonial settlement in what is now 
Brookline, due to the crossing of  the Muddy River, which provided overland access between Boston and 
Cambridge (then little more than a village at what is now Harvard Square).  The Village grew from this 
beginning to become Brookline's first major economic 
center.  In the 19th century commercial activity was 
concentrated on Boylston, Washington, and Harvard 
Streets, and grew with the construction of  what is 
now Brookline Avenue, and the arrival of  the rail line 
that now serves the MBTA.  The railroad's arrival 
spurred one of  the earliest "streetcar suburb" 
residential subdivisions.  The neighborhood includes 
a variety of  commercial businesses and eateries. 

Today, the property’s location boasts ready access to 
local universities, hospitals and downtown Boston, as 
well as major transportation routes and the MBTA.  
On the opposite side of  Warren Street from the 
property is the Brookline Reservoir.  The reservoir 
covers approximately 32 acres and is encircled by a 
mile-long walking and jogging trail with magnificent 
views.  Each year, the reservoir is stocked with fish 
and fishing is allowed with a permit from the 
Brookline Town Clerk’s office. 

* This section includes information from Wikipedia. 
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II.  Property Description 

This English Revival single-family home was 
built in 1885 from a design by Peabody & 
Stearns.  The design combines elements of  
Medieval Revival, Shingle Style and Queen 
Anne architecture.  The residence is set back 
from the street at the end of  a carriage 
drive.  The 0.97-acre lot affords optimum 
privacy and includes sweeping lawns, 
magnificent mature trees and is adjacent to a 
protected conservation area.  The grounds 
were initially landscaped by Olmsted 
Associates, the firm founded by Frederick 
Law Olmsted, renowned architect of  the 
Boston Park System, New York’s Central 
Park, and many other famous landscapes 
nationwide.  The house is listed on the 
National Register of  Historic Places. 

Exterior Architecture 

The sprawl ing, asymmetr ica l 
exterior boldly combines elements 
of  Medieval Revival, Shingle Style 
and Queen Anne architecture, and a 
diversity of  fenestration, porch 
entries, bay windows, dormers and 
roof  gables.  Notable exterior 
features include an off-center front 
en t rance under can t i l evered 
Medieval English half-timbered bay 
with pediment, gable, and brackets; 
a stone-columned side porch entry 
with a sleeping porch above; a 
chamfered Queen Anne oriel 
window with a Palladian motif; a 
chamfered bay window forming the 
octagonal shape of  the dining room 
alcove; and multiple chimneys, in a 
“House of  the Seven Gables” 
asymmetry, denoting the fireplaces in every common room and almost every bedroom.  This rich tapestry of  
architectural elements is unified in a skin of  painted wood shingles, with sawtooth stringcourses, above the 
rustic polychrome contrasting fieldstone of  its first floor and basement levels.  Next to the parking area, there 
is a full-length side porch that leads to the mudroom entrance.  
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Interior Description 

The home is equally generous in space, style and architectural details.  There are three living/family rooms, two 
dining areas, two eat-in kitchens, and 8 bedrooms (most with fireplaces).  The home also provides a guest suite 
with an additional two bedrooms and sitting room. 

First Floor 

- Entrance Vestibule (11’0” x 9’4”*).  This inviting guest entrance has a coffered ceiling with crystal 
chandelier, wall paneling, diamond paned windows and a set of  wide stairs leading up to the 
elaborate glass and wood paneled door which opens directly into the living room. 

- Living Room (22’6” x 34’11”*).  
Entering the living room, the rich 
in ter ior a rch i tec tura l de ta i l i s 
immedia te ly ev ident f rom the 
craftsmanship on display.  This room 
has the proportions to accommodate 
grand receptions.  Two sets of  pocket 
doors open to a choice of  two dining 
rooms of  different sizes, which can be 
used independently or together 
depending on the size of  the party 
being entertained.  A third set of  
pocket doors open to one of  two 
kitchens and its family room.  A central 
focus of  the living room is the stone 
fireplace with scallop molding, central bracket with acanthus-leaf  carving and paneled mantel with 

crystal sconces crafted in flower and scroll patterns that match the magnificent chandelier.  Other 
notable features include crown molding, paneled wainscoting and a reading nook with an overhead 
screen and a diamond-paned window overlooking the carriage drive and front gardens.  
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Double pilasters with anthemion capitals and geometric reliefs near each base introduce an elaborate 
staircase with turned-baluster rails, scrolled ornamental reliefs below the steps, and newel posts with 
geometric reliefs.  A midway landing has a large bow window that floods the living room, half  
landing and second floor landing with natural light.  The half  landing has another beautiful crystal 
chandelier and sconces crafted in pendant-drop, scroll and tulip motifs. 

- Dining Room (20’0” x 23’10”*).  The banquet-sized formal dining room can comfortably 
accommodate 16 people for memorable holiday dinners and family celebrations.   Pocket doors 

open to the elegant breakfast room which can 
accommodate another 10 people.    The elaborate crystal 
chandelier is decorated with motifs of  bells and twisted 
leaves.  At one end of  the room, the fireplace has a black 
granite surround and hearth, a cast-iron fireback of  
fleur-de-lis reliefs, a wooden mantel and a paneled 
overmantel with double-candleflame sconces with 
pendant drops.  The fireplace is flanked by segmentally 
arched china cabinets.  Dentil molding unifies this entire 
composition.  An octagonal bay alcove (10’1” x 8’7”*), 
with crystal-glass chandelier, is furnished with a grand 
piano for the dinner guest who wants to entertain her/his hosts and fellow invitees.  Paneled 
wainscoting surrounds the room and a Chicago-style window provides views of  the rear gardens. 
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- Breakfast Room / Family 
Dining Room (14’5” x 13’10”*).  
This room is connected via pocket 
doors to the formal dining room, 
living room and to the kitchen and 
its family room.  A French door, 
flanked by sidelights with diamond 
panes, opens to a semicircular two-
level brick patio for al fresco dining.  
This is the perfect room for family 
breakfasts, or an intimate dinner 
party.  The brick fireplace is 
decorated with a cast-iron fireback 
of  fleur-de-lis reliefs, scrolled 
modillions under the mantel shelf, a 
paneled mantel with anthemion-
patterned relief  border, and dentil molding.  A corner china cabinet has a glass cupboard with 
diamond panes above a projecting chamfered cabinet with paneled doors.  The formal dining room 
and this intimate dining room provide a wide variety of  dining options. 

- Kitchen 1 (19’2” x 18’0”*).  The front to back kitchen and Family Room (24’0” x 18’2”*) together 
provide approximately 775 square feet of  family gathering space.  The room has windows on three 
sides providing an abundance of  natural light and views over the front, side and rear gardens.  A 

French door opens to a side 
s h e l t e r p o r c h a n d 
herringbone brick terrace, 
which is the ideal location 
for a grilling station and 
family meals. 

T h e k i t c h e n a r e a i s 
furnished with a full range 
of  custom cherry cabinets, 
incorporating pantry storage 
and roll-out shelving, and an 
expansive center island with 
bar seating.  All the counters 
are black granite.  The 
k i t c h e n p r o v i d e s a 
comprehensive appliance 
package comprising a Sub-
Zero 632 refrigerator/

freezer, 48” Viking Professional stove with double ovens, 6 burners, a grill, and vent hood, a General 
Electric microwave, a Viking warming drawer, and two Miele G 898 SCI PLUS dishwashers.  There 
is a central dining area which easily accommodates 8+ people (in addition to the bar seating at the 
center island). 
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The family room area 
prov ides a generous 
seating space for 8+ 
people.  A fireplace is 
decorated with a black 
granite surround and 
hear th to match the 
kitchen counters, a cast-
iron fireback of  fleur-de-
l is rel iefs, projecting 
columns with scrolled 
capitals and ribboned 
scallop reliefs at each 
base, a mantel panel of  
scrolled leaf  and rose 
re l i e f s, and sc ro l l ed 
modillions under an upper 
display shelf. 

- Kitchen 2 (10’10” x 10’4”*).   This second kitchen is located at the opposite end of  the house and is 
fully furnished with cherry cabinetry incorporating pantry storage and roll-out shelving.  The 
complete appliance package comprises a Sub-Zero 650 refrigerator/freezer, a Thermador 5 burner 
gas cooktop, double Thermador wall ovens, a Sharp drawer microwave and two Miele G 898 SCI 
PLUS dishwashers.  There is a sink below a picture window overlooking the front of  the house. 

This two-kitchen arrangement is perfect for the family that keeps kosher.  Alternatively, the location 
of  the second kitchen makes it ideal for guests in the guest suite at this end of  the house and would 
provide them with complete independence.  

- Family Room 2 (24’1” x 17’4”*).  This family room incorporates a dining area that is next to 
kitchen 2.  The seating area is furnished with a paneled media cabinet.  Likely original to the house is 
an 1879 “No. 6” Walker & Pratt cast-iron stove with a rosette, scroll-etched doors and flat burners.  
A Chicago-style window overlooks the rear garden.   

- Mudroom (7’3” x 10’2”*).  The mudroom is close to the parking area of  the driveway.  A covered 
porch runs the length of  this end of  the house.  The mudroom has large closets, a tiled floor and a 
window overlooking the rear of  the property. 

- Guest Powder Room (9’6” x 10’0”*).  The guest powder room is located near to the formal dining 
room and is furnished with a large maple vanity with fan-oval inlay accents and a single sink.  There 
is a beige marble tile floor with a mosaic border of  quatrefoils, fleur-de-lis and other designs.  This 
room also has a storage closet. 

- Family Powder Room.  There is a second powder room near a family entrance that also has a large 
coat room.  The room has a marble tiled floor and marble tiled wainscoting.   
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Second Floor 

The second floor comprises a master suite, three additional bedrooms and a study (or fifth bedroom) for this 
floor.  All five rooms have a classic fireplace with a cast-iron fireback of  fleur-de-lis reliefs.   

- Master Bedroom Suite.  The large master suite provides: 

Bedroom (20’4” x 24’4”*).  The bedroom 
could be arranged with a sitting and a sleeping 
area.  There is one full wall of  closets to 
complement the large walk-in closet.  One of  
the closets is cedar lined.  There are three 
windows overlooking the rear gardens.  The 
fireplace has a brick surround with a wooden 
mantel with scrolled acanthus-leaf  brackets, and 
dentil molding on the mantel shelf.  The 
fireplace is not currently in use, instead, it 
houses the surround-sound speaker system for 
the bedroom. 
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Bathroom (12’7” x 15’7”*).  Finishes in the bathroom include tiled marble floors and 
wainscoting.  The oversized shower has multiple jets.  There is a whirlpool tub and a large vanity 
with a single sink.  The bathroom has windows overlooking the rear gardens.   

Walk-in Closet (9’5” x 17’0”*).  The closet is fully furnished and has two windows providing 
natural light and views over the rear gardens. 

- Study to Master Bedroom, or Bedroom 2 (20’5” x 14’4”*).  Likely an original bedroom, this room 
now serves as a study for the master suite.  The room is octagonal in shape and each corner has a 
closet, with the exception of  one that has a fireplace with brick surround and hearth, cast-iron 
fireback of  fleur-de-lis reliefs, and a mantel panel of  ribboned festoon reliefs. 

- Bedroom 3 (20’3” x 19’9”*) has a large closet and windows overlooking the rear and the side of  the 
property.  A door opens to a sunroom, or summer sleeping porch (12’5” x 10’2”*), with shingled 
walls and a shingled domed ceiling with sawtooth stringcourses.  There is an ensuite marble-tiled 
bathroom (7’7” x 14’11”*) with a wall of  floor-to-ceiling closets, a tub with shower attachment and 
glass doors, and a large vanity with single sink.  The bathroom has a window overlooking the side 
garden and a door to the landing. 

- Bedroom 4 (16’7” x 19’9”*) has a double and a single closet and a brick fireplace with cast-iron 
fireback of  fleur-de-lis reliefs and a mantel panel with a relief  pattern of  squares and diamonds.  
There is a chamfered bay window with multi-paned sashes, central Palladian window form and 
window seat.  This bedroom has access to two adjacent bathrooms. 

- Bedroom 5 (18’6” x 16’3”*).  This bedroom is over the front central section of  the house in the 
cantilevered Medieval English bay.  The room has three sides of  exposure over the front of  the 
property, a brick fireplace with cast-iron fireback of  fleur-de-lis reliefs, and a walk-in closet.  The 
bedroom is adjacent to a bathroom that could be made ensuite. 

- Bathroom (9’6” x 8’10”*).  This bathroom has a tiled marble floor and wainscoting, a tub with 
shower attachment and glass doors, and a large vanity with single sink. 

- Laundry (8’8” x 8’5”*).  This large laundry is centrally located in the home.  It is equipped with a 
side-by-side washing machine and dryer, a sink, many storage cabinets and a long counter for folding. 

Third Floor 

The large third floor landing (17’7” x 26’0”*) provides access to a fitness room, a games room, two 
bedrooms, a study, a full bathroom and a storage room. 

- Fitness Room (14’11” x 20’0”*) has a wall of  windows overlooking the front of  the property.  The 
room has an ensuite bathroom with a tiled floor, tiled wainscoting, fully tiled shower and a pedestal 
sink. 
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- Games Room (19’3” x 26’7”*).  This expansive room has the space for table games requiring a 
generous amount of  space, such as pool, table tennis, etc.  There is a fireplace, a bay window 
overlooking the rear gardens, a side window and a large closet. 

- Study or Bedroom 6 (19’3” x 26’0”*).  This room is currently used as a study for Bedroom 7, to 
which it has a connecting door.  This room has a large closet and a bay window overlooking the rear 
gardens. 

- Bedroom 7 (20’4” x 18’6”*) has a large closet, a fireplace, a bay window overlooking the rear gardens 
and a side window.  The bedroom has access to an adjacent bathroom. 

- Bedroom 8 (11’8” x 19’8”*) has a large closet, a side window and access to an adjacent bathroom.   

- Bathroom (7’8” x 9’9”*).  This marble-tiled bathroom has a tub with shower attachment and glass 
doors, a single vanity and a side window. 

- Storage (19’7” x 10’0”*).  This large finished room is currently used for storage.  It has a window 
overlooking the front of  the property and could be used by the new owners for other purposes. 

Guest Suite 

The home provides a fabulous guest, in-law or au pair suite on the second and third floors.  The suite 
provides a sitting room (currently used as a bedroom), two bedrooms and two bathrooms.  There is also the 
possibility of  including the second kitchen and its family room with the guest suite to make this a totally 
independent living quarters.  

Lower Level 

There is a substantial unfinished basement with high ceilings.  The basement has various storage and utility 
rooms.  There is more than sufficient available space for the creation of  a home theatre, home gym or rooms 
for whatever hobbies the family enjoys.  There is access to the exterior via a bulkhead door. 
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III.  Landscaping 

A fieldstone knee-wall borders the property from the street 
and two fieldstone posts with arts-and-crafts lanterns mark 
the entrance.  The residence is set back from the street at 
the end of  a carriage drive which leads to a paved oval-
shaped forecourt, with an oval island of  flowers, 
groundcover and a magnificent specimen tree.  At the end 
of  the driveway is a large parking area where the new 
property owners may consider building a garage (subject to 
compliance with all zoning requirements – buyer to 
perform due diligence).  The 0.97-acre lot affords optimum 
privacy and includes sweeping lawns, magnificent mature 
trees, a “wilderness area” with various types of  ground 

cover and is adjacent to a protected 
conservation area.  The grounds were 
initially landscaped by Olmsted Associates, 
the firm founded by Frederick Law Olmsted, 
renowned architect of  the Boston Park 
System, New York’s Central Park, and many 
other famous landscapes nationwide.  At the 
rear of  the house is a two-level semicircular 
patio for al fresco dining.  To one side of  the 
house is a partially covered herringbone 
brick terrace with direct access to the 
kitchen.  This is the perfect location for a 
grilling station. 
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IV.  General Observations 

This is an extremely well-maintained home that is enhanced by a multitude of  architectural details.  

- Alarm System.  The property has a sophisticated central alarm system. 

- Flooring.  There are hardwood floors throughout the house.  Bathrooms and the mudroom have 
marble and stone floors.  

- Heating and Air Conditioning. 
The heating system consist of  a Buderus G334X132 elastomeric cast iron – atmospheric (two-
stage) boiler which supports seven hydro- air heating zones, multiple digitally controlled 
hydronic radiant heating zones as well as three decorative Runtal radiator zones.  Radiant 
underfloor heat is located in the second kitchen and its adjacent family room, the mudroom, 
master bathroom and large first floor bathroom 
The cooling systems are driven by seven separate Lennox HS26 series condensers. 
Additionally there are two Nortec™  integrated humidification systems. 

- Domestic hot water is heated via an 80 gallon Megastor™  “indirect fired” stainless steel water 
heating unit. 

- Irrigation system.  An irrigation system extends around the property.   

- Lighting.  Throughout the home, there are recessed lights and an extensive collection of  crystal 
chandeliers and sconces.  A Lutron “smart system” provides a full range of  computer-regulated sets 
of  scenes and scenarios for automatic control of  certain internal and landscape lighting.  

- Telephone.  A Panasonic central digital telephone system integrates door bells, internal intercoms 
and external calling. 
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V.  Floor Plans 
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VI. Property Statistics

Number of  Bedrooms: 

Number of  Bathrooms: 

Gross Living Area: 

Lot size: 

Parking: 

Property Taxes: 

Price: 

8 (plus two in the guest suite) 

5 full (plus two in the guest suite) and 2 powder rooms  

10,792sf*  
(9,768sf in the main house and 1,024sf in the guest suite) 

0.97 acres* (42,380sf*) 

The driveway has sufficient space for 8+ vehicles. 

$56,064 for fiscal year 2020  
(based on assessed value of $5,983,353) 

$4,500,000 

VII. Notices

* All measurements are approximate. 

To Potential Purchaser(s) 

Information on the preceding pages about this property was provided solely by the seller(s), to the best of  his/their knowledge, without verification by the broker(s) 
therefore broker(s) is/are not responsible for the accuracy of  the information contained herein.  Purchaser(s) should take any and all steps necessary to verify said 
information.  This offering is subject to prior sale, price change or withdrawal without notice.  Coldwell Banker Residential Brokerage is owned and operated by NRT 
Incorporated (Equal Opportunity Employer - Equal Housing Opportunity). 

Notice To Brokers/Salespersons 

These property details have been provided to assist you in the promotion of  this exceptional property to your buyer clients.  The format/design and content must not be 
copied or modified. 

Jonathan P. Radford 

Notable Achievements 

Record for highest price sale in MA in 2018 ($25,000,000)

Record for highest price company sale ($62,000,000)

#1 Coldwell Banker agent for entire New England Region

Ranked in top 100 of  all US agents by WSJ
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